This paper dea ls with ma king a nominal choice from a c lass of di sc re te univa ri ate probability di stribution s about whic h one has " incomple te inform a tion " such as co m pone ntwise bounds, a co mpone ntwise rankin g, or both . In so me cases an initial di stributi on is provid ed, to be "adju sted" so as to be co mpatible with th e in co mpl ete inform ation. The fir st pa rt of th e analysis syste matizes a nd unifi es th e co ntents of four ea rlie r papers trea tin g such problems using a minim ax-e rror or minimax-adju stm en t approach. The second part applies the same approach to situations in whi ch an "aggregate" of the des ired distribution is stipul ated, eithe r exac tly , or approxim a tely by co mp one ntwi se bounds. All prob le ms di sc ussed in th e paper ca n be formul ated as linea r programs, but re latively exp licit so lution methods are so ught ; unreso lved diffic ulties arising in thi s attemp t are id e ntified.
Introduction
In the mathematic al modeling efforts associated with an operation s research study , it may be necessary to attribute numerical values to the probabilities of th e various possible outcomes of some chance event, even thou gh th e information at hand is not sufficient to de termine this probability distribution uniquely. Under these circu mstances, it seems useful to have a systematic and re producible method for selecting some one distribution from among those compatible with the available data, preferably for use as a "base-point" or " nominal case" for a subsequent sensitivity analysis. 1 The paper which follows is the fifth in a series exploring one approach to this probl e m area. As before , attention is confined to discrete univariate distributions; 2 such a distribution will be represented by a real n-vector x whic h is a probability vector, i.e. , its components Xi are nonnegative and sum to unity. The "incomplete information" about the "true" distribution is summarized as a constraint XEP , where P is a closed bounded subset of n-space.
By the minimax error selection problem for P, we mean the problem of c hoosing XEP to mInImIZe F(x) = max {maXi I Xi -Yi I: YEP}.
(1.1) AMS S uhject Cla.osification : Primary 90899, Secondary 62F99, 9OCOS.
I NBS co ll eague R. C. Sansing, 10 whom (along with M. H. Pearl) I am in debted for a careful readin g of the paper and for num ero us helpful s uggestions, poi nt s out that suc h a me thod mi ght also prov e useful to Bayes ian data ana lys Is in c hoosing a prior di stributi on consistent with th e partial infor mati on a t hand.
The corresponding weighted problem for a vector w of positive "weights" {Wi} 11/ , is that of choosing xeP to minimize F(x; w) = max {maxi Wi 1 Xi -Yi 1 : yeP}. (1.2) This corresponds to the situation in which errors in the attributed probabilities of some outcomes of the chance event are significantly more serious than errors in the attributed probabilities of other outcomes.
The analysis of such problems can be facilitated by noting that F(x; w) admits the more explicit representation in terms of the quantities This follows from the commutability of the three "maximum" operators in F(x; w) = maxyfp maXi max {Wi (Xi -Yi) , Wi (Yi -Xi) }. ( 1.3) ( 1.4) ( 1.5) In view of (1.3), the weighted selection problem can be rephrased as that of selecting a number z and an n·vector x so as to minimize z, subject to constraints z ~ wi (Mi -Xi) z ~ Wi (Xi -mi) xeP.
(all i),
(all i), (1.6) ( 1.7) ( 1.8) If P is the solution-set of a finite family of linear equations (e.g., liXi = 1) and/or inequalities (e.g., Xi ~ 0), then this problem is a linear program once the values of Mi and m; are known; moreover Mi and m; are themselves determinable as the extremal values of linear programs. All the particular cases described below can in fact be solved numerically by standard linear programming methods; however, we set a higher standard, expecting that the special form of these linear programs admits a solution algorithm which is more explicit (nearer to "closed-form"). The degree of explicitness demanded can best be understood by examining the previous papers [1] [2] [3] [4] ,3 or the material in section 2 of the present paper.
The information expressed by the condition xeP may be accompanied by information (e.g., data on some past analogous situation) suggesting an estimate of the desired distribution. We assume that this estimate, if present, is given as a probability n-vector a , which is to be "adjusted as little as possible" to yield a distribution xeP. This leads to the minimax adjustment problem for (a, P), of choosing xeP to minimize C(x) = maXi 1 Xi -ai I. (1.9) Again there is a more general weighted problem, that of choosing xeP to minimize C(x; w) = maXi Wi 1 Xi -ai I. (1.9a) Such a problem can in turn be rephrased as that of selecting a number z and an n-vector x so as to minimize z, subject to the constraints z ~ Wi (Xi -ai) (all i), (1.10) 3 Figures in brac kets indic at e the lit e rature re fe re nces al the end of thi s paper.
(all i), (1.11) ( 1.12) This too is a linear program when P is the solution-set of a finite family oflinear equations and/or inequalities; once again the cases to be discussed are accessible numerically to linear programming techniques, but once again we seek more explicit solution aIgorithms_
The present paper has three distinguishable purposes. Thefirst is to provide a more unified and systematic account of the material in [1] [2] [3] [4] than was apparent when that material was first worked out. The second objective is to invite the attention of colJeagues to some desired generalizations which as yet have proven recalcitrant in terms of the "more explicit solution algorithm" criterion mentioned above; the analysis of these generalizations will be carried here to the point where the mathematical difficulty becomes explicit, in the hope of stimulating others to resolve these difficulties.
The third goal is to apply this general methodology in a new area: that of disaggregating a given or "approximately given" probability distribution. The hypothesized situation here is that probabilities have been observed or estimated, for the outcomes of the chance event in question, according to some relatively crude classification of these outcomes; the problem at hand is to attribute numerical probabilities to the outcomes as specified in some finer classification. In other words , probabilities are given for "super-events" Ej each of which is a collection of mutually exclusive ' elementary events Eij, and the aim is to specify the probabilities of the Ei/s "optimally" in the sense of the minimax criterion used here. Readers familiar with "real-world" data-analysis and modeling problems will readily recognize how such problems can arise.
The following material is organized as follows: section 2 contains descriptions of, and status reports on, several subproblems to whi ch our main problems can be reduced; section 3 both unifies and summarizes the cases satisfactorily treated in the four earlier papers, and also shows how the as-yet-unresolved ge neralizations of these cases reduce to certain of the subproblems presented in section 2.
In section 4, we consider the "minimax error selection" and "minimax adjustment" problems for the "disaggregation situation" described above, assuming that the distribution to be disaggregated is known exa.ctly. The unweighted versions of these problems, and a restricted class of weighted versions , are shown to be solvable. Section 5 establishes the analogous results for th e case in which the "crude" distribution is specified only in terms of upper and lower bounds on its components.
One further technical point should be noted. The problems described above will all be reduced to the form: choose number z and n-vector x to minimize z subject to certain constraints. In general, the extremal solution is not unique; along with Zmin one has a convex polyhedron of optimizing x's rather than a single x. A plausible "representative choice" from this polyhedron is the centroid of its vertices. The determination of this centroid is treated in some detail in section 5 of [11 and section 3 of [21, for the particular cases studied in those papers. These detailed treatments are regarded as adequate indications of how the analysis might go in other cases; thus the "centroid" approach to resolution of nonuniquen ess is not taken up explicitly in [3] or [4] or the present paper.
Subproblems
In this section we describe several subproblems which will arise later, and report on th eir status as regards effective solution-methods. The reader may prefer to skip this section at first, co ming back to it as the individual subproblems arise. This problem , not taken up explicitly in the earlier papers, will now be solved. The left-hand side of (2.15 ) is a continuous increasing function of z, bounded neither above nor below. The problem therefore always has a solution, and that solution is z* = 0 if and only if the value of this function for z = 0 is ~ 5. From now on we assume the opposite case, (2.16) in this case z* is the unique value of z for which equality holds in (2.15).
Clearly all Z k ~ 0 can be deleted from the problem. If none are left, then z* = 5; from now on we assume some left. Set ZIII +I = 0, choose any VIII + , > 0, and renumber so that (2 .17) Define a sequence {Z/'* } , 111+' by (2 .18) it can be calculated from the initial condition Z 1* = VIZ I and the recursion which shows the sequence to be nonincreasing. Since (2.16) with strict inequality (and all Zk > 0) implies 5 > Z"'+I*, there is a least KE {l,2 , ... m + I} for which 5 > ZK*.
which is equivalent to (2.19) The value of z* proposed in (2.19 ) is readily verified to satisfy VKZK ~ z* ~ VK -,ZK-' , and so is indeed the smallest z ~ 0 satisfying (2.15). Finally, if K = 1 so that 5 > Z ,* = VIZ" then v,Z, < z turns (2.15) into z ~ 5, so that We do not presently have a satisfactory solution method for this problem, not even under the additional assumption (2.22) which will sometimes hold when the problem arises later. Note however that if Z and v are similarly ordered, in the sense that there exists a permutation Tr of {1,2, ... , m} for which Then for z ~ 0, (2.23 ) is equivalent to so that in this case z** is given by (2.24) This of course applies , in particular, if all Z k are equal or if all Vk are equ al.
Problem VII: Given m-vectors Y and Z , positive m-vector v and number S , find the maximum value z* of z such that z ~ 0 and (2.25) This has Problem ~ as a special case (Y = 0), and so also at present lacks a satisfactory solution method except when Z and v are similarly ordered.
Resolution of the three Problems (V , VI , VII), presented so far as in the "unsolved" category, would (as demonstrated later) yield solution methods for the "weighted" versions of the problems whose unweighted cases were solved in [2·4J.
We turn now to problems associated with the new "disaggregation" considerations taken up in We presently lack a satisfactory solution method for this problem.
Problem XI: In the same setting as for Problem X, find the least value z** of z such that z ~ 0 and
Here too, we still lack a satisfactory algorithm.
Previous Work and Unsolved Cases

.1. Componentwise Bounds
A natural kind of "incomplete information," about a probability distribution arising in a practi· cal context, consists of lower and upper bounds on the components of the probability n·vector representing the distribution. If Land U denote the respective vectors of lower and upper bounds then the associated constraint set is the convex polyhedron p = {x:x ;;?; 0, liXi= 1, L :os; x :OS; U}. Replacing L by max {O,L} and U by min {U,l} if necessary, we can assume without loss of generality that L ;;?; 0 and U :os; 1. By the results for Problem I in section 2, the necessary and suffi· cient conditions for P to be nonempty are these will now be assumed.
L :os; U, liL; :os; 1 :os; l;Vi;
In [1], the weighted minimax error selection problem for this set P is solved. The following treat· ment, however, fits better with the present paper's framework. Observe that the problem can be transformed to that of choosing a number Z and an n-vector x to minimize Z subject to the constraints (1.6)-(1.8). In the present case, these constraints can be rewritten Now the left· hand sides of (3.1.4) and (3. 1.5) are noninc reasing in z, while the right-hand side of (3. 1.4 ) and the left-hand side of (3.1.6) are nondecreasing. It follows that the desired minimum value of Z can be written where we put Zmin = max {ZO, z*, z** } ZO= minimum Z satisfying (3. 1.4) z* = minimum nonnegative Z satisfying (3. 1.5) , z** = minimum nonnegative Z satisfying (3.1.6).
In view of (3.1.2), ZO is well· defined, and is readily evaluated as we see that the determination of z* is an instance of Problem III in section 2, obeying the feasibility condition (2.10) by virtue of the left· hand half of (3.1.3).
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Similarly, by rewriting (3.1.6) as
we see that the determination of z* * is also an instance of Problem III in section 2, obeying the feasibility condition (2.10) by virtue of the right·hand half of (3.1.3).
[Some calculation can be avoided on the basis of the following additional analysis. By (3.1.8), -ZO/Wi ,;:; -(Mi -m;)/2, and so
Comparing these relations with (3.1. 9) and (3.1.10) respectively, we find that
Thus a preliminary evaluation of ~;(Mi + mi) will render unnecessary the determination of either z* orz**.] Since determination of all three quantities compared in (3.1.7) can be regarded as "solved" problems, the same can be said for the desired minimization of z. There is only one gap, namely the explicit determination-for the set P specified in (3.1.1)-of the quantities Mi and mi, defined by (1.4) and (1.5), which figure in determining zo, z* and z** .
For this purpose, note that for any i the condition XEP can be rewritten 
This completes the analysis of the weighted minimax error selection problem, in the case where "incomplete information" is expressed as "componentwise bounds," so that the constraint set P is given by (3.1.1).
For this same case , we turn now to the minimax adjustment problem. The weighted version of this problem for (a,P) -for any probability n-vector a -is solved in section 3 of [4], using a treatment summarized below.
We know the problem can be transformed to that of choosing a number z and an n-vector x to minimize z subject to the constraints (1.10)-(1.12), which in the present case can be rewritten In view of (3. 1.2) , ZO is well·defined, and is readily evaluated as
By writing (3 . 1.19 ) and (3. 1.20) as we see that de terminin g z* and z** are instan ces of Problem III in section 2, with satisfaction of the feasibility condition (2.10) e nsured by (3.1.3). Thus the problem of minimizing Z can be regarded as solved.
Componentwise Ranking
A second natural kind of "incomplete information ," co ncernin g a probab ility distribution aris· ing in a practical context, would be a ranking of the probabilities of the various outcomes of the associated chance event. This translates into a componentwise ranking for the probability n-vector representing the distribution. Thus our constraint set here is given by (3. 2.1) and is nonempty. As noted in section 2 of [2] , it is easily verified that the quantities Mi and mi of (1.4)-(1.5) are given in this case by
The weighted minimax error selection problem becomes that of choosing number z and n·vector x to minimize Z subject to constraints (1.6)-(1.8), which here become 5
Let us dispose first of the trivial case n = 2, when the constraints (3. 2.5 For WI ~ W2, (3.2.14) and (3.2.10) yield XI = 1/4 when Z=Zmin, while for WI ~ W2, (3.2.14) and (3. 2.11) yield X2 = 3/4. Thus in either case the "optimal" x of the linear program is
Now we assume n > 2. By the results for Problem II in section 2, for any fixed Z ~ 0 the con· straints (3.2.5)·(3. 2.9 ) admit a solution n·vector x if and only if 
comparison with (3 . 2.18) shows that ZO ~ z**.
(3. 2.19) The determination of z**, though not really necessary in view of th e result in the previous para· graph, will be taken up next. Define n-vector u by 2.20) and the condition (3. 2.18 ) whi ch defines z** (together with z** ~ 0) is equivalent to
We rewrite this last condition as
which we rewrite as (3. 2.23) That we now have an instance of Problem IV solved in section 2, can be seen by setting
Turning now to (3. 2.17) we see that determining z* is an instance of Problem V in section 2, for which a solution method is currently lacking. This then is the present bottleneck to solving the general weighted minimax error selection problem, for the case in which the "incomplete informa· tion" is represented by a componentwise ranking constraint on x. It is, however, possible to determine Zmin under the special hypothesis 2.24) In this case we have for i ~j < n,
and also
Considering separately the situations n = 3 and n ~ 4, we find that the above expression equals (1/2 + l/n) ~ 1, and comparison with (3.2.17) yields ZO ~ z*. Since it has already been established that ZO ~ z**, when (3.2.24) holds we have
With this value of z, (3.2.7) and (3. 2.2) imply that each optimal x has 2.26) (3. 2.26a) "matching" (3.2.14a). These results agree with those obtained less systematically, for the un· weighted case, in the earlier paper [2] . This completes the discussion of the "componentwise ranking" version of the mimimax error selection problem. We shift now to the same version of the minimax adjustment problem. The weighted case is that of choosing number z and n·vector x to minimize z subject to the constraints (1.10)·(1.12), which here become The determination of z* is an instance of Problem V in section 2, for whi c h we lack a solution method (unless a and ware similarly ordered). The determination of z**, in turn is an instance of section 2's Problem VI, for whi ch a solution method is also lacking (unless a and ware oppositely or· dered).
For the unweighted case (all Wj = 1), as noted in section 2, Problem V reduces to the solvable Problem III, so that z* can be found; similarly finding z** is an in s tance of the solvable "oppositely ordered" special case of Problem VI. Thus , as found in [4], the "componentwise ranking" version of the minimax adjustment problem is solvable in the unweighted case.
.Both Componentwise Bounds and Ranking
In this subsection we consider the situation in whi ch the " inco mplete information" in volves both componentwise bounds and a componentwise rankin g on the probability n-vector in question. Thus our constraint set here is given by
It will be convenient to define n-vectors L' and V' by (3.3 .1 )
Then it is easy to see that
Replacing L/ by max {O, L/} and U;' by min {U;' ,I} if necessary, we may ass ume that 0 ~ L' and V'~ 1.
The analysis of Problem II in section 2 shows that P is nonempty if and only if
These two conditions will be assumed to hold from now on.
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(3.3.3) (3.3.4)
For the above polyhedron P , and a fixed iE {1 ,2, ... , n}, we proceed as in [3] to seek the quantities Mi, mi of (1.4) and (1.5). Consider the conditions under which The left-hand sides of (3.3.13) and (3.3.14) are continuous increasing functions of Xi , bounded neither above nor below. They are therefore equal to their right-hand sides for unique respective values x, + and Xi -. It follows that (3.3.13) and (3.3.14) are equivalent to Xi -~ Xi ~ Xi +. By combination with (3.3.5), this yields Mi= min {V;" Xj+}, mi= max {L;', To determine M j and mi, it therefore suffices 6 to determine x/ and Xi-' For this purpose, rewrite (3.3.14) as thus finding Xi -is an instance of Problem IV in section 2, and hence can be regarded as a solved problem.
These conditions are
Li'
Next, rewrite (3.3.13) as (3. 3.16) Clearly any solution X i has X i ~ 5 , so that z= 5 -Xi ~ 0; finding the maximum value Xi + of the solutions Xi of (3. 3.16 ) is therefore eq uivalent to findin g the minimum Zi ~ 0 such that We turn now to the (weighted) minimax error selection problem, which by (1.6)-(1.8) is that of choosing number Z and n-vector x to minimize Z subject to max {L;' , Mi -z/wd :c We turn now to the minimax adjustment problem, which here involves selecting a number Z and an n·vector x to minimize z, subject to max {L;' , a; -z/w;} ,;;; x; ';;; min {U;" a; + z/w;} (all i), The form of (3. 3.27) shows that findin g z* is an instance of Problem VII , for which we lack a solution method unless a and ware similarly ordered. Rewriting (3.3.28) as (3. 3.31) shows that the determination of z** is also an in stance of Problem VII, for which we lac k a solution method unless a and ware oppositely ord ered. The unweighted case (all Wj = 1) is howeve r exhibited as solvab le, in accordance with [41.
Minimax Disaggregation of an Exact Distribution
.1. Minimax-Error Selection
In this sec tion and the next , we deal with a fixed partition {Sj} 1111 of {1,2, . . 
. , n} into m sets Sj with at least two members each (i.e., [Sj[ "'" 2). The notation x(T) = L {x i:iET}
will be employed; here x is an n-vector with co mp onents {Xi}I" , and Tis a subset of {1,2, ... , n}.
The intended interpretation is that {1 ,2 , ... , n} indexes the outcomes of some chance eve nt as classified in a relatively " fin e" manner, whereas {1,2, ... , m} indexes the outcomes as classified more grossly. More specifically, the " micro-outcomes" ind exed by the members iESj consti tute in aggregate the jth " macro-o u tcome. "
In the pres e nt section, we treat several versions of th e following problem: Given an initial positive probability m-vector s, with component Sj represe nting the probability of thejth macro:outcome, determine in a systematic way a probability n-vector x , whose component Xi is to be regarded as th e probability of the ith micro-outcome.
Suppose first that no further conditions are placed on x . Then the appropriate cons traint set for x is the polyhedron Our approach to finding a suitable x is to solve the weighted minimax selection problem for P, i. e., to determine XEP so as to minimize Then clearly P is the Cartesian product of the P/s; if we put Fj(xj;wj) = max {WdXi -Yii:iESj;YjePJ (4. 1.4) then it follows that (4. 1.5) The consequence is that the weighted minimax error selection problem for P decomposes into m independent subproblems, the jth of which is the weighted minimax error selection problem for Pj. To solve thejth subproblem, it is convenient to observe that the Mi=M;(P) and mi=m;(P) of (1.4) and (1.5) are given, for iESj, by (4. 1.6) The analog of (1.3), namely (4. 1.8) is readily seen to hold. Thus the jth subproblem can be redu ced to selecting a number Zj and an iSjivector Xj to minimize Zj subject to max {a, Mi -ZjWi} :%; Xi :%; mi + ZjWi The determination of z/ from (4. 1.13 ) is an instance of (solvable) Problem III in section 2. And which in particular holds for the unweighted version of the original problem. We next treat the solvability of the weighted minimax selection problem under further restrictions on x. To preserve the decomposition which guided the solution in the previous case, these constraints must maintain the independence of the m subproblems, i.e., must de,al individually with the sub vectors Xj of x.
Consider first the case of componentwise bounds on x , so that (4.1.1) is replaced by 1.25) where 0 ~ L ~ U may be assumed at the outset. Let L j and Uj be the subvectors of Land U associated with Sj. Then thejth subproblem has constraint set (4. 1.26) The weighted minimax selection problem for Pj can be solved as in subsection 3.1 of this paper; indeed, a rescaling by l/sj reduces it to the first problem treated in that subsection. The feasibility conditions, in addition to Lj ~ Uj, are given by (4. 1.27) for thejth subproblem.
Second, a componentwise ranking might be imposed on each of the sub vectors Xj. The jth subproblem, after rescaling by l/sj, is then of the type treated in subsection 3.2; in particular we have a solution method in the semiweighted case (Wi = Wj for all iESj)-or more generally, if the ord ering of the subvector Wj of W is consistent with the ranking imposed on Xj. Third, both componentwise bounds and a componentwise ranking might be imposed on eac h X j.
Rescaling then yields the type of problem taken up in subsection 3.3; again we have a solution method if Wi = Wj for all iESj.
We can of course have " mixed" cases of the last three situations: some Xj may be subjected to componentwise bounds only, others to a ranking only, and still others to both. So long as the subproblems remain independent, one simply applies to each subproblem that part of the preceding discussion which is applicable.
Minimax Adjustment
Here the polyhedra P and Pj are as in the preceding subsection, but the function to be minimized is (4. 2.1) where (4. 2.2) and a is a given probability n·vector. Again we have m independent subproblems; the jth of them is to select number Zj and ISjl-vector Xj so as to minimize Zj subject to
The first case considered is that in which x is constrained only by the aggregation condition (4. 2.4) , so that (4. 2.5 The determination of z/, as the minimum value of Zj satisfying both Zj ~ ° and (4.2.7), is an instance of Problem III in section 2, and so can be regarded as solved. Note that if Sj ~ a(Sj), then (4.2.7) is satisfied by Zj= O, so that (4.2.9) yields Zjrnin =z/*; on the other hand , if Sj ~ a(S), then Zjrnin =z/ .
The remaining cases are those in which Xj may be constrained by componentwise bounds, a componentwise ranking or both. Their treatment resembles that in the previous subsection, drawing on the analyses of minimax adjustment problems in subsections 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3. The case of componentwise bounds is solvable in general, but at present the other two cases admit satisfactory solution only when Wi = Wj for all iESj.
Minimax Disaggregation of a "Fuzzy" Distribution
s.o No Other Information
In section 4, it was assumed that a probability vector s des cribing the probabilities of the chance event's "macro-outcomes" is known exactly. This assumption played an essential technical role in simplifying the analysis: the aggregation condition s x (Sj} = Sj, togeth er with the fa ct that '2.jSj = 1, implied that '2.;X;= 1.
Thus it was not necessary to impose (5 .0.1) as an explicit constraint; this condition, relating the m s ubvectors {Xj} 1 111 , would have ruined section 4's approach of dealing with m independent s ubproble ms each involving a single Xj . For some situations, however, the assumption of an exactly known initial distribution s may well be unacceptable. In the present section, we replace the "exact" aggregation conditions x(Sj) = Sj by " approximate aggregation" conditions (5.0.2) involving the components of given m-vectors s-and s + which (cf. Problem I in sec. 2) we may assume to satisfy (5. 0.3) This loose nin g mean s that th e constraint (5.0.1) mu s t be explicitly imposed ; th e m s ubproblems are no lon ger independent , but their inte rd epe nde nce is limited to th e sin gle conditi on (5 .0.1 ).
The simplest weighted minimax-error selecti on p robl e m of thi s type has P= {x:x ;;: 0 , '2.;x; = 1,
The firs t s tep in the analysis is to de termin e th e M; a nd m; for thi s polyhedron P. 
'2.;x; = I,
By the analysis of Problem VIII in section 2, for any Z ~ 0 an associated x exists if and only if
We wish to find the smallest Z ~ 0 satisfying these four conditions. The first condition, ( The determination of zro is a simple case (Z has equal components) of Problem III in section 2. The third "fragment" of (5.0.11) is
if zroo is the smallest z ~ 0 satisfying the jth of these, then
The determination of zro is an instance (again Z has equal components) of Problem IV in section 2. The import of the last paragraph is that we have satisfactory solution methods for finding the least z ~ 0 satisfying (5.0.10) and (5.0.11). Before going on to (5.0.12) and (5_0.13), some additional comments can be made concerning this "solved" part ofthe problem. 0.20) by proving that
Since zr oo is defined in terms of (5.0.18) , it suffices to show that (5.0.18 ) is satisfied for z=z/, i.e., that This follows from a termwise comparison, the explicit expression for z/ being used to show that
We turn now to (5.0.12) and (5.0.13). Let z** be th e least z ~ 0 satisfying (5.0.13), which we rewrite as (5 .0.21) Then the determination of z** is an instance of Problem III in section 2, and so can be regarded as a solved problem.
Next, let z* be the least z ~ 0 satisfying (5.0.12), so that the minimum value of z subject to (5.0.10)·(5.0.13) can be written This last element, however, is an instance of (solved) P roble m IX in section 2, so that we have assembled a solution method for this weighted minimax selection pro blem.
A simpl er solution method is at hand for what we have call ed the semi·weighted case, that in which (5.0.24) In that case (5.0.23) can be written as which simplifies (since SF ~ 0) to and thus to (5.0.25) Hence determining z* is an instance of Problem III in section 2. Moreover, (5.0.14) and (5.0.16 ) yield while z** is the least z ~ 0 satisfying I j max {O, Sj+ -zISjl/WJ .;;; IjSj + -1 so that its determination is an instance of Problem III. We turn now to the associated minimax adjustment problem. Relations (1.10)-(1.12) yield 2.i<S. (ai+z/w;) 
Componentwise Bounds
As noted earlier in this section, the problems just treated are the simplest ones in the context of disaggregating an approximate distribution. We turn now to a more complex case in which x is also subjected to componentwise bounds, described by n-vectors Land U with To simplify later notation, we can without loss of generality adju st s-and s + so that (5.1. 3)
The conditions for P to be nonempty are given by the analysis of Problem VIII in section 2; besides (5.1.1) and (5.1.3), they are (5.1.4) We begin as before by determining the appropriate Mi and mi. For a fixed jE {l,2, ... , m}, a fixed iESJ, and a fixed XiE [Lj ,V;J, consider Problem VIII in section 2 with S = 1, Ai = Bi =X;, and Of the conditions for a solution to exist, (2.30 ) is automatically satisfied, as is (2.31) for all j ~ j. For j=j, (2.31) yields while (2.32) 
From the last three inequalities, it follows that
Relations We seek the smallest value Zmin of Z ~ 0 which satisfies these four conditions.
Le t Z O be the least Z satisfying (5.1.10). As in (3. 1.8) , the res ult is where Mi -m; can be e valuated using (5.1.8·9).
The new information in (5.1.11) is given by the pair of inequalities which can be rewritten Let z/ and z/* denote the smallest value of Z ~ 0 sati sfying (5.1.15) or (5.1.16) respectively, and put Z* = maxjz/, z** = maxjz/*.
Then finding z/ and z/ * are instances of Problem III in section 2, so determining z* and z** can be regarded as solved problems. Now le t z*** be the least z ~ 0 satisfying (5.1.12), which we rewrite as and let z* * * * be the least z ~ 0 satisfying (5.1.13) , which we rewrite as Then Zmin = max {ZO, z*, z* *, z*** , z**** }, where the determination of zo, z* and z** has already been discuss ed. But finding z**" and z*** * are instances of (solved) Problem IX in section 2. The associated minimax adjustment problem is similarly solvable; we omit details.
Componentwise Rankings and Subvectors
In section 4 we used the notation Xj for the subvector of x with components {Xi: i fSj}. Let
(J(j)=ISjl and let {Xrj}~S!), be an enumeration of the components of Xj. In this subsection we assume the "incomplete information" on x, apart from the disaggregation conditions. 
Second , we take into account the possible range of variation of Sj, constrained as it is by (5.2.4) (5.2.5) Determining this range is precisely the problem solved earlier to yield eqs. (3.1.13·14). Thus we obtain
and the least Z ::;?! 0 satisfying it can be found using the technique illustrated near (3. 2.20·23 ) in the . previous text. Finding the least z ::;?! 0 obeying (5.2.20 ) is a priori an instance of unsolved Problem XI, and appeal to (5.2.7) has not so far yielded reduction to a solved Problem despite the initial simplification to Most important, the previous maverick (5. 2.24 ) becomes equivalent to (5.2.29) so that its treatment is an instance of (solved) Problem III.
We turn now to the minimax adjustment problem. Let a;=a,j if Xi=X,), and again begin by treating s as if it were known. Then the constraints on the components of sub vector Xi read
The conditions for such an Xi to exist are max {O, maXR ,,;; r( all -Z/w~)} ~ mihR ~,{ a~ + Z/W~), !~~~)max{O, maXR, , ;;r (aRi-Z/wd)} ~Sj, !~~) minR~r (ani + z/wni) ::;?! Sj.
The least z satisfying (5.2.30 ) is given by z/ = max, ,,;; R {( a,) -a~)/(1/w,) + 1/w~)}.
The conditions for the existence of an s satisfying (5.2.31-32) as well as (5.2.4-5) Finding the least values of z ~ 0 which satisfy these (z *** and z**** ) are instances of Problems IX and III. Thus finding the appropriate Zmin can again be regarded as a solved problem.
Both Componentwise Bounds and Rankings
In this subsection, we impose both the constraints of the previous two subsections. Thus, writing L,) and V,) for Li ~ 0 and Vi ~ 1 if Xi = X,), our polyhedron P in x-space is defined by We first determine the conditions for P to be nonempty. For given s, finding an Xj satisfying (5.3.1·3 ) is an instance of Problem II; using (5.3.6) , the conditions for a solution to exist are
It will be assumed that (5.3.8) holds. In view of (5.3.7), (5.3.9 ) is already implied by (5 .3.4 ) and so can be ignored. Thus the remaining condition for P to be nonempty is the existence of an s satisfying (5.3.4 ) and (5.3.5) ; this is an instance of Problem I , and the only new condition introduced is (5.3.10) Assume for the moment that the Mi and mi appropriate to this polyhedron P are known , and observe that
{M )}O"(j)
, r = 1 and {m,)}~~1 are non decreasing.
We wish to determine the least Z ~ ° for which an x and s exist satisfying (5.3.1-5) as well as (5.3.21) finding the least z ~ 0 which satisfies it is an instance of (unsolved) Problem V; the same is true for (5.3.18) , which can be rewritten (5.3.22) Finding the least z ~ 0 which satisfies (5.3.19 ) and (5.3.20 ) is an instance of (unsolved) Problem X. Finding the least z ~ 0 (call it z***) which satisfies (5.3.26) , or the least z ~ 0 (call it z****) which satisfies (5.3.27) , is an instance of Problem IX. Thus, determining the desired Next, an s satisfying both (5.3.4-5) and (5.3.29-30) These four relations can be rewritten, respectively, as "ir;.SJl max {a, maxR , , ;; ,.(allj-L,) (5.3.38) Finding the least z;e: ° which satisfies (5.3.35) or (5.3.36 ) is an instance of unsolved Problem V; finding the least Z ;e: ° which satisfies (5.3.37) or (5.3.38 ) is an instance of unsolved Problem X. Thus we revert to the semi-weighted case. Then (5.3_31) yields where b,J and c,J are defined in (5.2.39 We return now to determining the Mi and mi, i.e., the M,.J and m,J, for the polyhedron P in xspace defined by (5.3.1-5) . Consider a fixed variable Xi = x,.J. Regarding Sj as given, we can find an M,J(sj) and mAsj) for the polyhedron Pj in xj"space defined by (5.3.1-3) . Examining the analysis at the beginning of subsection 3.3, we find (cf. (3.3.13 Finally, the determination of V and tF is an instance of the problem leading to (3. 1.13-14) ; the results are 5.4 . Mixed Componentwise Bounds and Rankings (5.3.50) (5.3.51) In this section, we consider the case in which some components Sj of the "fuzzy" distribution s have their disaggregation constrained by upper and lower bounds, while the disaggregations of the remaining components are subject to ranking conditions. Specifically, there is a partition {1,2, ... , m} =B U Q into nonempty sets, and for convenience we define 1= U {5rjeB}.
The relevant polyhedron Pin x·space is defined by
It will be assumed that 
